
Avantia Damberg
Task 1:  What is ceramic ink? And why is this ink used here?

Ellen Spijkstra
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_K-l1k0aEm4>
Task 2a:  What does your work entail if you are a ceramicist. 
Task 2b:  If you want to know how Spijkstra works, watch this video: 

Omar Sling
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9Obv-33G6o
Task 3:  In this video you can see that Sling has another hobby. What is that hobby? And how do you  
 see that reflected in the sculptures he has made that can be seen behind him?

Rien te Hennepe
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HY39C0zqZd0>
Task 4:  Watch the video. What tools do you need to make a sculpture?

Brigitte Wawoe
Task 5a:  What was the origin of Pegasus?
Task 5b:  What can you find about the horn of the unicorn?

Yubi Kirindongo
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sw8qBY14msg>
Task 6:  Watch the video. When did Yubi start making art? What materials does he use?

Annemieke Dicke
Dicke made a statue of Tula. There is another statue of Tula on the island. 
Task 7:  Where is it? What does it look like? Why is it located here? (Use Google map).

Hortence Brouwn
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uxpaq7shwsw>
Task 8:  In this video you can see that Brouwn does not only make female figures.  
 What else does she create? Are you allowed to touch her sculptures?

Research Assignments



Babs de Brabander
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQbeIfNcXmE>
Task 9:  Watch the video and answer the question whether alabaster is a soft or hard material  
 to work with. Please explain why you think so.

Giovanni Abath
‘Historia den Moveshon’ - YouTube. 
Task 10:  In this video you can see the installation on Brionplein of ‘Historia den Moveshon’, which was  
 unveiled by the Dutch royal couple on the day before the celebration of ‘Dia di Bandera’ (Day of  
 the Flag) in 2018. Find out what Flag Day means to Curaçao. 

Maghalie van der Bunt-George 
Go to the site: <https://nl.pinterest.com/maghaliegeorge/love-stones-by-maghalie-george/>
This page contains pictures of sculptures.
Task 11:  Select a sculpture and draw it. The page is called Love Stones by Maghalie George.  
 Please clarify the title. 

Bernadetta van Eps
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IqxcMh-WoY&t=304s>
Task 12:  Watch the video. Van Eps had her planets blown by Richard Price. What has Van Eps done  
 herself? Do you think that Price’s name should also be mentioned as a creator of the artwork? 

Gerrit Jan van der Veen
Task 13:  In addition to being a sculptor, Van der Veen was also a resistance hero in the Second World  
 War, famous in part for his role in the attack on the Population Register in 1943. His was the  
 subject

Nic Jonk
<https://www.nicjonk.nl/museum/beeldentuin>
Task 14:  In addition to being a sculptor, Van der Veen was also a resistance hero in the Second World  
 War, famous in part for his role in the attack on the Population Register in 1943. His was  
 the subject of a film. What is the name of this film and when was it made? Who was the  
 director and who played the role of Van der Veen?

Marcel van Duijneveldt
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypHNy2-JC-Q>
Task 15:  Watch the video. What did you think was the most special thing such a “Vimana” could do? 

Herman van Bergen
<https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kathedraal_van_doornen> 
Task 16:  What is this cathedral made of and why does Princess Beatrix think the cathedral is so  
 important for Curaçao?


